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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the Macoupin County FEMA Risk MAP Project Initiation Community Coordination Call.My name is Mary Richardson, and I’m with the Illinois State Water Survey in Champaign.I’m an Outreach Coordinator with the CHAMP group,  and will be leading the call today, I am joined by: Jimmy Powell, the Project Manager, Ryan Meekma our GIS lead, and Glenn Heistand our Senior Hydraulic Engineer.	I want to thank everyone for taking the time to join the call today.The quality of the final product is greatly enhanced when we have community participation; you are also our eyes on the ground.Water Survey staff, like many of you, are working from home.I have no doubt, though, that we can accomplish our meeting objectives remotely; if you have any issues with audio, please let us knowAnd I appreciate your willingness to work through whatever challenges we encounter.Today we’ll be covering a lot of information; most of it is non-technical, but there will be some technical items.Both Jimmy and I will pause periodically to ask if there are questions. But please do not hesitate to ask questions throughout; this is as much your meeting as ours.Feel free to interrupt the presentation or you may type questions into the Chat Box.Glenn and Ryan are available to review and respond to chatYou are muted by default, but please just unmute your mic if you do have a question. You will find the microphone icon on the bottom left of your Zoom screen. The chat box can also be found at the bottom, in the middle, or of you prefer to raise you hand go to the reactions button – a smiley face- at the rh end of the strip of iconsWe'll open the meeting for more questions and discussion after the presentation.So that this presentation can be shared with others who could not join today; We are recording the call and will make it available upon request. We will also send out a pdf of the presentation.	So let’s begin. 



Agenda
• Rollcall 
• Project Objectives and Goals
• National Flood Insurance Program / Mitigation
• Project Scope
• Communication
• Schedule
• Community Participation

Macoupin County
Floodplain Mapping

Project Initiation Meeting
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us quickly review the agenda: We’ll begin with a Roll Call. Then I’ll provide a short introduction to our group at the Water Survey.Next we’ll cover the Project Objectives and Goals, including a discussion of your current floodplain maps and the digital maps that will eventually be produced through a later second phase to this project.After that, I’ll provide a brief overview of the National Flood Insurance Program and your Hazard Mitigation Plan.And then cover the details of the Project Scope, and our current project phase; which is Data Development.We’ll discuss the required Project Communication, Schedule, Data collection, and Community Participation.And then conclude with questions and discussion.



• Village of Benld*
• Village of Brighton + *
• City of Bunker Hill + *
• City of Carlinville + *
• Village of Chesterfield
• Village of Dorchester
• Village of Eagarville+

• Village of East Gillespie
• City of Gillespie + *
• City of Girard*
• Village of Hettick

Rollcall
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+  Community participates in NFIP
• Participating Jurisdictions represented in 2019 HMP

N.B. only Gillespie and Wilsonville are the only participating communities approved in the    
HMP as of 03/02/2021 

• Village of Lake Ka-Ho

• Village of Medora

• Village of Modesto

• Village of Mount Clare

• City of Mount Olive*

• Village of Nilwood

• Village of Palmyra

• Village of Royal Lakes*

• Village of Sawyerville

• Village of Scottville

• Village of Shipman

• Village of Standard City
• City of Staunton + *
• City of Virden + *
• Village of White City
• Village of Wilsonville*
• Macoupin County + *
• IDNR/OWR
• FEMA
• IEMA
• Anyone else

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would like to associate each of you with the Community or Agency you are representing today.If I mispronounce a community name, please feel free to correct me. Will those of you representing the Village of Benld (‘Beneld’)please state your name and title.Click each community/agency into slideDid I miss anyone?/ anyone calling via telephone onlyNote: NFIP participants 7/27 (27%) + County



• The Illinois State 
Water Survey (ISWS) 
is a division of the 
Prairie Research 
Institute (PRI) at the 
University of Illinois.

• The Coordinated 
Hazard Assessment 
and Mapping 
Program (CHAMP) is a 
section within ISWS.

Introduction

https://www.isws.illinois.edu/champ
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is some general information on who we are.	<<<READ Slide>>>As you can see from our picture, CHAMP is just a friendly group of Engineers, GIS professionals, and Process specialists. In case you would like to read more about us, our website is provided at the bottom of the slide. So how is CHAMP associated with FEMA?

https://www.isws.illinois.edu/champ


• ISWS & Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) are 
Cooperating Technical Partners (CTP) with the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). CHAMP staff perform floodplain 
studies, mapping, mitigation planning, and related activities for 
Illinois communities through this partnership. 

• ISWS also partners with the Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources Office of Water Resources (IDNR-OWR) to help 
prioritize Illinois floodplain studies and mapping projects.

• Risk Mapping, Assessment, and Planning (Risk MAP) is the FEMA 
process used to implement the National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP) floodplain studies and mapping projects.

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	<<<READ Slide>>>As you may have noticed, I have already used 6 acronyms on this slide and 3 on the previous slide; and there are more to come.If I use an abbreviated term, that is unknown to you, please let me know.



Project Objectives
and Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pause for questions<<Read Slide>>



FEMA National Objectives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FEMA began a nationwide program to update its Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) back in 2004. This graphic shows the Risk MAP cycle, starting with:1) Identify risk2) Assess risk3) Communicate risk, and 4) Mitigate riskWe are focusing on the first item in this cycle. The relevant national program goals are connected to data development and digital mapping.



Develop Coordinated Floodplain Study

• Approximately 195 miles Updated Effective Zone A studies;
• Approximately 162 miles New Zone A studies;
• Approximately 16 miles New Zone AE studies. 

Streams will be studied using detailed methods
• Draft model and workmap.

For the next phase, to incorporate resulting floodplain delineations into a 
countywide digital Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance 
Study (FIS)

Macoupin 
Project Objectives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The objectives of the project that we are discussing today are:to develop new floodplain studies for Macoupin CountyIncluding a countywide Hydrologic/Hydraulic report and draft floodplain mapping.At a later date, (in a secondary contract) these data will be used to developed countywide digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) and a Flood Insurance Study (FIS), .<< Read mileage from slide>> Definitions of these Zone types will be covered in a slide a little later in the presentation



Illinois 
Countywide 
Digital FIRM 
Status
102 Counties
• 77 effective✔
• 9 mapping funded
• 6 data development
• 4 proposed funding
• 6 not yet funded
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the progress of DFIRM’s in Illinois.Illinois is nearing the goal of statewide digital coverage.Of the 102 counties in Illinois…The 77 shown in gray are complete. Meaning, they have effective countywide digital FIRMs.Macoupin County is shown  in yellow and was funded under FY19 for the data development phase of Risk MAP.



Future Digital Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we move on, are there any questions at this point??So why the emphasis on digital maps?Let’s first discuss the status of your effective paper maps and their inherent limitations vs. the advantages of your future  database-backed digital maps.



Macoupin County
Effective
Community-based
No FIS reports
No FIRM Databases
• Unincorporated: 8 

Panels
Flood Hazard Boundary Map   
(FHBM) 01/06/1978

• Community: 4 Panel
Carlinville, Gillespie,   
Staunton   and Virden

Future
County-based
Countywide FIS report
Countywide FIRM Database
Digital FIRMs:
• 1 Countywide map set
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Macoupin County There are no community-based Flood Insurance Study reports accompanying the floodplain maps.And there are no community-based FIRM Databases.Your current paper maps are not even FIRMs, they are Flood Hazard Boundary Maps, an “Emergency Program” that FEMA created to transition communities to the regular program. FHBM are based on approximate data, identifying Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs) within a community/county. The Macoupin County FHBM dates back to January 6, 1978As a result of this project, your future products will be countywide and available in digital format.	<<<<<READ Future half of slide>>>>> 



Effective Paper FIRM (FHBM)
A graphical representation of the real world
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map is an example of the effective FHBM for Macoupin County.The effective paper maps are a graphical representation of the real world.They indicate direction and scale, but they don’t contain geospatial data;  Which is data containing information relating to a specific location on the Earth’s surface.Some of you may already have tried to overlay your current floodplain maps on other local maps or digital data and had problems with aligning features



Digital Maps

Advantages
• Cartographically accurate
• Easier and faster to update
• Can be used with local digital data (parcel layer, zoning layer)
• Serve as a tool for floodplain management

1. Floodplain delineation
2. Roads
3. Orthophotos (aerials)
4. Topography
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you use geospatial data now, if not through a GIS system, perhaps through Google or other map programs on your cellphone or computer.   Your future floodplain maps will use geospatial data allowing for:exact location referencemeasurement of true distanceand precise digitizationThese maps will comprise a multi-layered map into which several digital layers of information have been pulled- including floodplain delineation, roadways, aerial photos, and topography.The Advantages to having digital maps are that:They're cartographically accurate.  Meaning each layer of data (such as the road layer or the floodplain layer) is aligned with all other layers.They are easier & faster to update.  They allow communities to overlay their own local digital information.And they serve as a tool for floodplain management.By moving away from paper maps to digital maps there are the savings in cost and resources.



Proposed Data

Orthophoto:
2017 IDOT

Topographic Data:
2017 Illinois Height Modernization 

LiDAR acquisition of Greene, Macoupin, 
and Montgomery Counties

DTM: 
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http://clearinghouse.isgs.illinois.edu/data/elevation/illinois-height-
modernization-ilhmp-lidar-data

https://data.isgs.illinois.edu/arcgis/services/Imagery/IDOT_2017/ImageServer/Imag
ery/IDOT_2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The engineers may be interested to know that:The Water Survey plans to use:2017 IDOT imagery for the Base mapAnd A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) derived from 2017 Illinois Height Modernization LiDAR acquisition of Greene, Macoupin, and Montgomery Counties available from the ISGS (Illinois State Geological Survey) Clearinghouse	I know this has been a lot of information to absorb, so let’s open the meeting now for questions and discussion.

http://clearinghouse.isgs.illinois.edu/data/elevation/illinois-height-modernization-ilhmp-lidar-data
https://data.isgs.illinois.edu/arcgis/services/Imagery/IDOT_2017/ImageServer/Imagery/IDOT_2017


Special Flood Hazard Area
The FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) zone type 
designation is related to the method and level of hydraulic 
analysis performed. 
Riverine hydraulic analysis typically results in SFHA 
designation as Zone A or Zone AE, based on the analysis level 
deemed appropriate for the study area. 

Zone A Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance 
flood event. 
NO Base Flood Elevations are shown.

Zone AE Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance 
flood event. 
Base Flood Elevations ARE shown.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a couple of terms that are worth defining at this stage: <<READ Slide>>Specifics of this will be discussed at the Flood Risk Review Meeting.



Floodway
Zone AE

The floodway is the channel of a stream plus any adjacent 
floodplain areas that must be kept free of encroachment so 
that the 1%-annual-chance flood can be carried without
substantial increases in the flood heights.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second term: Floodway which is associated with a Zone AE<<Read slide>>----------------------------------------



National Flood 
Insurance Program 

(NFIP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am now going to give a very brief overview of the National Flood Insurance Program.Before we jump in, are there any questions at this point?



The National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP)

• A voluntary program based on a mutual 
agreement between the Federal government and 
a community.

• In exchange for adopting and enforcing a 
floodplain management ordinance, Federally-
backed flood insurance is made available to 
property owners throughout the community.

Marilyn Sucoe, P.E., CFM, Acting NFIP State Coordinator, Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The simplest way to explain the National Flood Insurance program is that it is….	<<<<<Read Slide>>>>>Additionally, loans & disaster assistance programs are also made available to property owners.The community’s part then,is to regulate development in their mapped floodplains, to help reduce future flood losses.

mailto:Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov


• Flood Risk Communication Toolkit for 
Community Officials

https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/179697

• Flood Risk Communication YouTube 
Videos 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL720Kw_OojlIUiWw2bDc-
On5MjQw13E6e

Flood Insurance and Communities:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CxDqBy3sN0&list=PL720Kw_OojlIUiWw
2bDc-On5MjQw13E6e&index=2

FEMA.gov Flood Risk tools
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are two useful FEMA Flood Risk Communication tools- One- a tool kit for Community Officialsand the second- a link to a series of YouTube Videos covering a variety of Flood Risk topic- one of which is Flood Insurance and communities.

https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/179697
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL720Kw_OojlIUiWw2bDc-On5MjQw13E6e
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CxDqBy3sN0&list=PL720Kw_OojlIUiWw2bDc-On5MjQw13E6e&index=2


NFIP Participating Communities
Macoupin County

https://www.fema.gov/cis downloaded 02/02/2021
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CID
Community Name County

NFIP 
Participation FIRM Status FIRM Date FHBM Status FHBM date

171168
BRIGHTON, VILLAGE 
OF JERSEY PARTICIPATING

ALL ZONE C&X 
PUBLISHED FIRM 04/02/09

NEVER 
MAPPED

171221 BUNKER HILL, CITY OF MACOUPIN PARTICIPATING

170431 CARLINVILLE, CITY OF MACOUPIN PARTICIPATING

ALL ZONE A, C AND X -
NO ELEVATION 
DETERMINED 09/04/86

SUPERCEDED 
BY FIRM 06/14/74

170433 GILLESPIE,CITY OF MACOUPIN PARTICIPATING

ALL ZONE A, C AND X -
NO ELEVATION 
DETERMINED 08/04/87

SUPERCEDED 
BY FIRM 06/07/74

170930 MACOUPIN COUNTY MACOUPIN PARTICIPATING NEVER MAPPED ORIGINAL 01/06/78

170434 STAUNTON, CITY OF MACOUPIN PARTICIPATING

ALL ZONE A, C AND X -
NO ELEVATION 
DETERMINED 07/17/81

SUPERCEDED 
BY FIRM 05/17/74

170435 VIRDEN, CITY OF MACOUPIN PARTICIPATING
ALL ZONE C&X 
PUBLISHED FIRM 05/03/04 RESCINDED 11/21/75

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the 27 communities in Macoupin County only 7 + the County, participate in the NFIP, and none- have CRS (Community Rating System) ratingsYou can see from the table that some of the effective FIRM’s are old- Carlinville 1984 and Gillespie 1987; as already noted-there is no effective FIRM for Macoupin County- the Flood Hazard Base Map data is still in use.

https://www.fema.gov/cis/IL.pdf


National Flood Insurance Program
Three +1 Related Program Areas
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Flood Insurance Program consists of 3 main areas that all support each other.Floodplain managementFlood insuranceAnd Flood hazard mapping, which is our focus today. The NFIP maps are used by:Local officials to administer their floodplain management ordinance &  to manage development in the floodplain.The maps are also used by Lenders to determine if flood insurance is required as a condition of a federally backed mortgage.And by Insurance agents to rate flood insurance policies.In addition to these three areas, the program is increasingly recognizing the importance of mitigation as a necessity to break the disaster cycle.



Paragraph 3.5 FLOODS
• Riverine Flooding
• Shallow Flooding
• Flash Flooding.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Macoupin Co has a very  comprehensive  Multi-Jurisdictional All Hazard Mitigation PlanOf particular interest is Paragraph 3.5 Floods I encourage you to review the data, and shall not read through this slide-



Action/Project Community Status

Replace/upsize roadway culverts; 
reshape/regrade waterways- to alleviate 
drainage issues and prevent roadway 
overtopping and subsequent roadway 
failures

Benld, Bunker Hill, 
Gillespie, Staunton

New

Upgrade the drainage system throughout 
the County

Countywide In progress (2010)

Develop DFIRMs for entire County Countywide New

Mitigation actions relating to flooding by 
community Figs. 103-125
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2018 Macoupin County Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of particular interest are the mitigation actions relating to flooding In past few years, FEMA, the state, and the ISWS have started to focus more on mitigation.FEMA’s Regional Administrator, James Joseph, petitions communities to “buy down risk.”This is important, t given the larger and more frequent floods occurring throughout the state.It’s estimated that every dollar invested in mitigation, saves $7 in future flood losses; and the National Institute of Building Sciences uses a 1:7 savings ratio for riverine flood mitigation projects National Institute of Building Sciences. https://nychazardmitigation.com/about/



Project Scope
Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving onto Data Development.But first, are there any questions at this point?The results of the Data Development phase will be New engineering modelsAnd draft floodplain delineations.*********************************************And with that I will pass the presentation to Jimmy Powell, our Project Manager for Macoupin CountyLet’s look at the engineering plan



Floodplain 
Studies 
Overview-
Proposed Study
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(mjr note: brought this verbiage up from hidden slide 38)The first step will be to study approx. 162 miles of new Zone A and restudy 195 miles of effective Zone A. We will also study 16 miles of new Zone AE.  The next step : develop draft floodplain mapping-, we will prepare workmaps that depict the new floodplains. And then the 3rd step - under community outreach and engagement- we will present the draft workmaps to the community officials for review and comment at a Flood Risk Review Meeting. Impacted communities:The next few slides will show areas that are the subject of updated or new studies through this project…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carlinville (Briar Creek & Tribs A & C) Area Proposed Studies participates in NFIP and represented in HMP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
East Gillespie, Gillespie, Eagarville(Bear Ck) , Benld, Sawyerville (Cahokia Ck Trib)  and Mount Clare(Big Branch) Area Proposed StudiesONLY City of Gillespie participates in NFIP and represented in HMP, Eagarville, Benld: represented in HMP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Royal Lakes Area Proposed StudiesDoes not participate in NFIP and represented in HMP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staunton Area Proposed Studies- Ginseng Ckparticipates in NFIP and represented in HMP



Project Communication
Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions at this point?Before we begin this section:We continue to need your help to identify additional people who should be included on our contact list; Please contact me/Mary if you know of anyone who ought to be included in the outreach for this project; her contact information will be provided at the end of the presentation.Your help in making this list complete and accurate is very much appreciated. 



• Project Initiation Coordination Call (today)
• Proposed Engineering Methods Notification 

Letter (SID 620)
• 30-Day Comment Period

• Flood Risk Review Meeting
• 30-Day Comment Period

• Draft Data Submission Notification Letter (SID 
621)

• 30-Day Comment Period

Communication Plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our communication plan for the Data Development phase of the project.And I will cover each item in more detail on the next few slides.Today is the Project Initiation CallOne purpose of todays call is to ask for community input on the proposed study streams and the proposed study methods and models.This request will be made more formally in a Proposed Engineering Methods Notification letter to be sent within two weeks of this callWhen the draft models and draft floodplain delineations are complete, we will hold a Flood Risk Review Meeting to go over the results.The meeting might be a conference call or webinar depending on COVID-19 concerns.As we approach the end of the data development phase, a Data Submission Notification Letter will be sent to each community notifying the community that the data collection and analysis phase of the project is concluding.



• Mailed to community CEOs, Floodplain 
Administrator, Community Engineer

• Details the streams to be studied in community 
and proposed engineering methods used to 
study each stream 

• Informs community about 30-day period to 
provide comments on the proposed 
engineering methods for the study stream

Proposed Engineering Methods Letter
FEMA Standard ID 620
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
<<<<<READ SLIDE>>>>>Due to COVID19 you will receive the SID 620 letter as an attachment to an email from Mary.Please coordinate with your engineer on this item.



Hydrology – Determine 1% Annual Chance 
(100-Year) stream flows

• USGS Regression Equations
• HEC-HMS Rainfall Runoff Modeling

Hydraulics – Determines 1% Annual Chance 
(100-Year) flood elevations

• Zone AE: HEC-RAS Hydraulic Models
• Zone A: HEC-RAS Hydraulic Models

Proposed Engineering Methods
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a summary /simplification of the language of the letter specific to this project:.	<<<<<READ SLIDE>>>>>This is somewhat technical, but know that:The proposed models and methods are common within our industry and are FEMA and State approved options.And they are based on engineering judgement and previous project experience.



• A technical meeting to review draft workmaps with 
community officials, engineers, and floodplain 
managers. Public meetings will be held later in the 
project.

• The meeting initiates a 30-day comment period for 
communities to provide feedback on the draft
floodplain mapping.

Flood Risk Review Meeting

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	<<<<<READ SLIDE>>>>>



• Mailed to community CEOs, Floodplain 
Administrator, Community Engineer

• Makes community aware the data collection 
and analysis phase of the project is concluding, 
and Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) 
database is being validated by FEMA 

• Gives communities 30 days to comment on the 
data in the FIRM database

Data Submission Notification
FEMA Standard ID 621
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	<<<<<READ SLIDE>>>>>Before we leave the topic of communication,It’s going to be important to have the correct contacts, email addresses and phone #s for community officials.To ensure the delivery of required correspondence, we need to know who’s working at their offices and who’s working remotely.So please let us know if circumstances change related to your communication needs. 



Project Schedule
Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions at this point?So, when can you expect the items listed in the Communication Plan to take place?



• Engineering Notification Letters to communities likely by
• Emailed within 2 weeks from March 2, 2021

• Additional field survey work required?
• Survey Complete

• ISWS to finish Zone A & AE floodplain studies by 
• Fall 2021

• Flood Risk Review Meeting likely 
• Winter 2021 / Early Spring 2022

• Submit Flood Studies to IDNR for State review
• Submit Spring 2022

• Complete draft FIRM database to conclude data development 
phase of project by 

• Fall 2022

Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map Project to follow pending 
conclusion of data development

Estimated Schedule
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an estimated schedule.Often a question bout WHEN DFIRM will be available	<<<<<READ SLIDE>>>>>



Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions on the estimated schedule?



• Do you have data or information that we can use 
for the floodplain studies?

• Flood prone areas
• Flood photos/Drone video
• Historic highwater marks
• Local floodplain studies and survey data
• Any other data or information

• Stay engaged nand in the process…
o Attend meetings
o Ask questions
o Inform others
o Update contact Information

Data Development
Community Participation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data development is only as good as the data gathered- so we are asking for community participation. JWP: we have been in touch previously trying to make sure everything is incorporated, any changes that we need to be aware of<<READ 1st paragraph>>In order for the maps to be as accurate as possible, we would like for you to stay engaged by:<<READ 2nd paragraph>>Or what the plan is for Macoupin Co- elections are coming up so woupld be nice to get updates



Community Participation

https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/macoupin.htm
log in: watershed

password: illinoisfloods!123
40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Participation If you have any data or information that you think would be useful, we would like you to make your comments in our online web map tool. When you click on the hyper-link (blue link), you will be taken to one of our web map portalsThere you will be prompted for the Log in and password- both shown in the bottom right corner of this slide. Using the New Comment box instructions, you can then draw a polygon in your area of interest and add comments. There is a link to a YouTube video on the site showing walk-through instructions. This tool will be use throughout the project for any comments/data you might think useful to this project. Macoupin Interactive Web Link: https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/macoupin.htmLog in: watershedPassword: illinoisfloods!123JWP: Any questions- we are always available- anything is better than nothing- so an email, letter ofa telephone call and we can get it into the database.

https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/macoupin.htm


Study Objective:

Digital Maps, Incorporating
Updated Rainfall Data
Updated Topographic Information
Recent Aerial Photography
Detailed Analysis / Zone AE
Standard Engineering Methods, Zone A

Project Modeling & Mapping History
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These goals have been presented before, but from an engineering standpoint, the goals are (read slide)…JPW: From the engineering standpoint- ultimately a digital map incorporating updated rainfall data;On Zone AE studies where we generate flood elevations and a floodway we actually use statistically derive rainfall data; within last 2 years the state & ISWS has updated rainfall state wide; some areas of the state have been impacted significantly but I have checked B75, in this area, luckily, the rf amounts have stayed much the same, actually  have gone slightly down (statistical analysis of gauge data); As mentioned previously  2017 topo used and aerial photography utilized;;Zone AE uses the survey for channel and structures in urban areas requires more detail on bridges and structures; will show XS and elevationsStandard methods elsewhere for Zone A- and laid out in the SID 620 letter these studies are still  model backed but with no elevations shown on the map.AEs will show elevations and XS locations.  



Ultimate Goal!
An Updated Digital Map
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So folks – here is our ultimate goal – a digital flood insurance rate map. This example is for a Zone AE study only. Notice the base map is an aerial photo and is overlain by various color shadings, which represent the results of our studies. The red hatching is floodway, the blue is the 1 percent floodplain and the orange is the 0.2 percent floodplain.  Notice there are two types of black lines shown - the squiggly lines represent the BFEs and the straight lines are the cross sections – both of these come from the modeling.  And again, this is only for Zone AE studies. The Zone A studies would just show blue shading.Remember, the effective paper maps are a graphical representation of the real world.They indicate direction and scale, but they don’t contain geospatial data.Which is data containing information relating to a specific location on the Earth’s surface.



Project Manager            Jimmy Powell, P.E., CFM    powell@illinois.edu              
Outreach: Mary Richardson, CFM     mjr@illinois.edu 
Mitigation Planning:      Rebecca Leitschuh, AICP  rleits@Illinois.edu

www.illinoisfloodmaps.org 43

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liana Winsauer noted that the letters that go out after this meeting cover a lot of what is covered; people will be able to contact State Water Survey responsive to you;Glenn Heistand comment: These maps we are producing to show the latest flood risk, updated maps; these maps are for you- you will be using for a number of purposes ; the collaboration with the communities is to help step you through the processes that we are doing;; ultimately you are going to be left to use these products, these studies so we want you to make sure that they are suitable for your purposes and ultimately understand how to use them and ultimately understand the gravity of the situation we are looking at here , we are looking at regulatory tools that will affect land development issues, property issues, insurance, permitting and things like that and some communities never had to deal with as the old maps never had  a flood zone that affected that area, or the type of flood zones that the current maps show had different restrictions than what the new flood zones might show; this is an very important time in this project when we are just getting it off the ground; this is the best time to have your feed back/input  and to keep you close as we move ahead.I know that this is a lot of information, a lot of you probably have as familiar with the flood information we are presenting and if you may need to hear this information more than one time, we certainly understand; with all these acronyms we use ;Bottom line  we consider you our partners; these studies are for you and for your use as they move forward and these maps may be the maps and the studies that you use for quite a long time especially considering that you use are decades and decades old – this is the chance for you to get what you need, get what you want. We will work with you to accommodate you as much as we can; We have restrictions on the amount and kind oof work we can do kind o studies we can perform based on agreements we have with FEMA, and the funding available and so for, but certainly we want to hear from you.JWP: We noticed that there was not a lot of rep loss and flood damage in HMP, probably due to a lot of these are not huge drainage areas- Macoupin Creek is your main creek and you are probably looking at more  infrequent flash type flooding so  If there are areas of concern and HWM, know certain roads overtop as we get into the modelling any information you provide will be great. 
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